Mimo 18.5” Open Frame Display
Models: M18568-OF / M18568C-OF

18.5” Open Frame Display
Designed for demanding environments, The Mimo 18.5” Open Frame series delivers a long life cycle, high definition touch experience to a wide range of commercial and industrial applications. Featuring an molded front bezel to control dust and liquids, VGA/DVI video along with VESA and or flange mount capability, the Mimo Open Frame family make the most of your digital world.

Features:
- 1366 x 768 Resolution
- 16:9 Aspect Ratio
- 3000:1 Contrast Ratio
- 250 cd/m2 Brightness
- 89/89/89/89 Wide Viewing Angle
- VESA (75 mm & 100 mm) and Flange Mounting Options
- Touch Screen Optional (M18568C-OF)
  - 10 point Capacitive (PCAP) Touch Sensor
  - Windows 8 Plug & Play Touch Controller, USB
- Non-touch version has 2.4mm chemically strengthened glass in place of the PCAP sensor for added durability

Applications:
- Kiosk
- Gaming/Amusement
- Industrial Automation
- POP/POI
Dimensions and Mechanical Specifications